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Les verbes en anglais

Les verbes anglais de base
ouvrir (porte) to open (opened, opened)

fermer to close (closed, closed)

s'asseoir to sit (sat, sat)

être debout to stand (stood, stood)

savoir to know (knew, known)

penser to think (thought, thought)

gagner (compétition) to win (won, won)

perdre to lose (lost, lost)

demander (conseil) to ask (asked, asked)

répondre to answer (answered, answered)

aider to help (helped, helped)

apprécier to like (liked, liked)

embrasser to kiss (kissed, kissed)

manger to eat (ate, eaten)

boire to drink (drank, drunk)
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Les verbes d’action anglais
prendre to take (took, taken)

mettre to put (put, put)

trouver to find (found, found)
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voler (voleur) to steal (stole, stolen)

tuer to kill (killed, killed)

voler (avion) to fly (flew, flown)

attaquer to attack (attacked, attacked)

défendre to defend (defended, defended)

tomber to fall (fell, fallen)

choisir to choose (chose, chosen)
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Les verbes de mouvement anglais
courir to run (ran, run)

nager to swim (swam, swum)

sauter to jump (jumped, jumped)

tirer (porte) to pull (pulled, pulled)

pousser (porte) to push (pushed, pushed)

jeter to throw (threw, thrown)

ramper to crawl (crawled, crawled)

se battre to fight (fought, fought)

attraper to catch (caught, caught)

rouler to roll (rolled, rolled)
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Les verbes de l’anglais des affaires
acheter to buy (bought, bought)

payer to pay (paid, paid)

vendre to sell (sold, sold)

étudier to study (studied, studied)

téléphoner à to call (called, called)

lire to read (read, read)

écrire to write (wrote, written)

calculer to calculate (calculated, calculated)

mesurer to measure (measured, measured)

gagner (argent) to earn (earned, earned)

compter to count (counted, counted)

scanner (verbe) to scan (scanned, scanned)

imprimer to print (printed, printed)
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